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principles_
The utilitarian and functional requirements in the technical 

resolution of a sport for development community centre within 

Olievenhoutbosh generally include robust and durable surfaces 

and components that can withstand the kinetic nature of the user 

and the sport being played.  A third requirement is the ability 

of the technical resolution to include local skills and labour and 

create opportunities for community participation- an aspect 

that is of fundamental importance within a community such as 

Olievenhoutbosch. 

Thus, it can be said that  robustness, durability and a platform 

for community participation stands central to the technical 

resolution, however, it is in the linguistic (taal) dialogue between 

the tectonic and stereotomic  that a building gives meaning to 

the social abstraction of society and ultimately becomes a work 

of architecture.

fig 144. Kenetic nature of the games.

fig 145. Purifying water for drinking.

fig 146. Employed community members.

fig 147. Structural Synthesis.

Materials to be robust and durable to handle the kinetic 

nature of sport and sporting equipment such as balls and 

special shoes.

The basis of good nutrition is fresh water. Fresh water source 

have throughout history been a place of gathering and 

interaction. 

Willing community members to stamp down their identity by 

contributing in the process of construction.

This early design sketch illustrates the tectonic concept and 

response to site.

Technical precedent 1_

Technical precedent 2_
MYD Studio , Dominus Winery
Napa Valley, California

The winery exemplifies the potential of the gabion. 

The winery is a gabion building by Herzog & De Meuron.  It 

was built to integrate into the landscape, almost disappearing, 

allowing the winery to be what it should be. The buildings’ skin is 

made of bassalt rocks that allows natural light to filter in the entire 

building, while keeping it naturally insulated, and especially cool 

in the extreme summer heat of the Napa Valley.

fig 148 a. Artists Residency (Foster Lomas 2011).

fig 148 c. Artists Residency section. (Foster Lomas 2011)

fig 149 a. Dominus Winery. ( MYD studio 2010) fig 149 b.Interior view of Winery. ( MYD studio 2010)

fig 148 b. Artists Residency Plan (Foster Lomas 2011).

structural synthesis_

Foster Lomas
Artists' Residency Italy
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sewage vegetation

trees

grey water

Water closets

All sewage to be treated with a septic tank system not closer than 12 m from source.

12 m min.

All grey water from hand wash basins will be used for watering lawns and  gardens. The soap 

in bathrooms and locker rooms are to comply with biodegradeable standards. 

 

The Lecico Reveira is a standard water-saving toilet, using  just 4.5 litres for a full flush 

and 2.6 litres for a half flush. The Lecico Reveira water closet available at Plumlink at 

R1195. The saving compared to a 9 l toilet per 5 users will save R625 every year at 

current Tshwane water rates.

xeriscaping

Xerophytes are plants that require very little water to survive and 

still have high aesthetic appeal. Xerophytes often have thorns that 

can be used as natural barriers 

Given the nature of the site , vegetation is included as a designed 

system that responds to environmental issues. Strategies are 

used that promote local bird life, require minimal irrigation and 

regulates cooling.

Currently, there are no trees on site. Ingenious trees are to be 

planted that represent the regional identity of the highveld, 

provide shade and motivate the habitation of local bird life.

fig 185. Acasia Erioloba
"Kameeldoringboom"

fig 186. Ziziphus Mucronata
"Blinkblaar Wag n Bietjie."

Fig 187. Acasia Sieberiana 
"Papierbas doring boom"

fig 180. Septic tank sytem. (Google images)

fig 181. Garden resQ. (Google images)

fig 182. Lecico Reveira water closet. (Google Images)

fig 183. Aloe. (Google Images)fig 183a. Existing Grassland

fig 184. Fever tree "Koorsboom"
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